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The butterfly is one of nature’s most impressive creations. Admired for its beauty, it is also considered a 
spiritual sign. Today, it is a universal symbol of the evolution of life. 

The true metamorphosis of a human is the return to the origin of our being. It is recuperation of the brightness 
of the spirit, the vitality of the body and the freedom of the mind. The change may be gradual or immediate, 
but it is always a process experienced from within. SE Spa, conscious of the pursuit of wellbeing and the 
constant changes of energy in human beings, has created a selection of treatments focused on achieving an 
authentic transformation and deep relaxation.

GRAND VELAS RIVIERA NAYARIT

Our therapists are trained by Wellness for Cancer.
For more information, please visit: www.wellnessforcancer.com.
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FOLLOW THE PATH OF WATER

Enhance every experience with the Grand Velas Water Ceremony.

Water Ceremony 

Hydrotherapy is the therapeutic process of treating the entire body with water at varying temperatures. SE 
Spa features separate hydrotherapy areas for men and women.

Water exemplifies transformation. Ice, vapor or crystalline liquid that purifies, clarifies and revitalizes our being, 
it blankets us with warmth and revitalizes us with freshness. It provides soft caresses or powerful pressure 
massage. It is a life source that carries the deeper meaning of transformation in every drop.
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JACUZZI: The pressure of the jets and temperature of the water help to relax muscular tension and provide a 
moment of internal peace.

SAUNA: Enjoy the benefits of dry heat; ideal for detoxifying the body through the process of perspiration.

EUCALYPTUS INHALATION: Helps decongest your respiratory passages.   

STEAM WITH CHROMOTHERAPY AND STARRY SKY: Color therapy balances the vital centers or chakras, 
relaxing you through your sense of sight.

HOT AND COLD LAGOON: The contrast of hot water helps to relax the musculature; the cold activates 
vasoconstriction, encourages vascular fitness and revitalizes the immune system.

PRESSURE SHOWER: Cold water evens out the temperature of the body to avoid imbalance from the heat of 
the steam and sauna.

ICE FOUNTAIN: Provides a complete temperature contrast to stimulate the body and strengthen the circulatory 
system. 

HYDRO-REFLEXOLOGY: Hydro-reflexology activates blood circulation in the legs and soles of the feet.

RELAXATION AREA: Before your treatment, our Spa Concierge will pamper you with a moment of rest on our 
comfortable lounge chairs, relaxing your shoulders with a warm, soft neck pillow filled with aromatic seeds; 
your eyes will be relaxed and hydrated with fresh slices of cucumber and a cold towel scented with orange.

GOURMET DETAILS: Enjoy a variety of natural fruit-infused waters, whole grain cookies and dried fruit and 
nuts throughout the water journey and rest period.
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MASSAGES
  

The path to wellbeing.
If the body requests it, the interior needs it.

SERENITY MASSAGE                                                  
Relax and recover your vital energy with a full body massage. Tension and accumulated stress will vanish after this 
delicate, soft treatment, diminishing muscle stiffness and improving blood circulation.  

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE
A massage therapy focused on muscular relaxation on a profound level, using slow, de-contracting techniques. 
Releases accumulated stress from exercise and the daily work load. The body artisan will also use a unique 
musical instrument to help you achieve total relaxation.

AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE
Aromatherapy is the art of recovering wellbeing of the body and mind using essential oils, which balance every 
magnetic center of the body. The essences are absorbed rapidly through the skin or respiratory system, acting 
upon various physical systems.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Combines various massage techniques, such as lymphatic drainage, reflexology, stretching and acupressure 
to achieve total wellbeing. The body artisan will apply the appropriate techniques according to your needs. 

WARM CANDLE MASSAGE WITH SEA SHELLS
Experience the warm sensation of organic wax, providing physical and spiritual serenity through a gentle 
massage with sea shells. Choose the aroma of your choice: lavender, rose, passion fruit or vanilla.

 50 / 80 min 

 50 / 80 min

 50 / 80 min

80 min

80 min
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GOLF BALL MASSAGE
An exclusive and innovative massage using golf balls, whose function is to add strength to the therapist’s 
manipulations in order to achieve a deeper level of relaxation. Stimulates the body’s meridians through pressure 
points, providing integral balance.

PERSONALIZED MASSAGE 
Personalize your massage by selecting different massage techniques, pressures and areas of the body 
according to your needs and preferences. At Grand Velas, we understand that each individual is unique, and 
we wish to indulge you and provide you with total satisfaction with your treatment. All massages are strictly 
therapeutic in nature.

FOUR-HAND GRAND VELAS RAIN MASSAGE
Experience an exclusive massage with the softness of four hands, as you rest beneath the rain of seven showers 
working in unison from your head to your toes. Personalize your treatment with the aroma of your choice and 
luxuriate in this unforgettable treatment.

AROMA-LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE
A purification and toxin release therapy that acts upon the lymphatic system through soft, sedating 
manipulations. Recommended for anti-cellulite treatment as well as pre- or post-surgery, due to its therapeutic 
and metabolic effects.

ROMANTIC COUPLES’ MASSAGE     
A renewal of two souls, receiving the energetic transformation of the universe through an ancestral ritual of 
seeds and fire; balances and harmonizes the couple through a massage that connects them on a spiritual level.

50 min / 80 min
  

50 min / 80 min

50 min

80 min

50 min / 80 min
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HARMONIZING THERAPIES
 

The path of healing.
Finding inner balance.

FOUR-HAND HERBAL MASSAGE                                                 
A traditional Thai therapy known as Samunprai applied with hot compresses of exotic detoxifying herbs; provides 
an enjoyable, relaxing medicinal heat. This treatment makes muscular tension and pain disappear through 
smooth pressure and the synchronized movements of four hands.

HERBAL REFLEXOLOGY
A harmonizing therapy with warm herbal compresses and river rocks, which stimulate reflexive points in the 
hands and feet that correspond to the nerve centers of vital organs such as the heart, eyes and lungs. Its 
activating action has a therapeutic effect on the body.

INTUITIVE SHIRODHARA
An Ayurvedic therapy that balances the seven chakras using crystals; the third eye chakra is stimulated by softly 
pouring warm oil onto the forehead, deepening your intuition. This treatment includes reflexology points on the 
hands and feet to stimulate your vital organs. Its relaxing and sedating properties will produce a therapeutic 
effect on your central nervous system.

THAI-ATSU
A mixed Asian therapy experienced on a futon while wearing special clothing. Digital pressure is applied 
along the body’s meridian lines, helping to balance the body’s energy, while joint flexibility is improved through 
stretching techniques. Combined with traditional Thai healing techniques that originated in India, it provides a 
deep sensation of wellbeing of body and mind.

80 min

50 min

80 min

80 min
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MATERNAL CARESS
A unique experience that creates a sublime connection between mother and baby. Alleviates the feeling of 
heaviness in the legs, hips and womb, and provides the skin with increased elasticity through the application of 
natural balms and essential oils. During the 80-minute massage, your skin will be caressed by a regenerating 
facial as well. 

50 min / 80 min
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FLAVORS AND TRADITIONS OF MEXICO

The path to wisdom
It lives within each of us, in our ki-kupur soul that connects us to the strength of life.

GRAND CORA MASSAGE                                                  
A highly energetic massage that stimulates the sensorial perception through a ritual of sounds of natural 
instruments. Eliminates nervous tension with the application of warm ginger oil, which restores emotional, 
intellectual and spiritual wellness.

ANCESTRAL STONE MASSAGE
An ancient therapy using one of the most prized minerals of the Pre-Hispanic Mexican cultures: obsidian. Due to its 
healing properties, is often used in traditional indigenous medicine. In this treatment obsidian is combined with a 
deep river rock massage to relax contracted muscles. The heat of the stones relieves the most fatigued and tense 
areas of the body, as well as balancing the energy of the chakras and vital centers.

XOCOLATL
Evoke the indigenous spirit with a fusion of aromas and flavors with anti-depressant and energetic effects. Begin 
with a stimulating exfoliation of coffee beans followed by a chocolate body mask. Your face will be pampered 
by a bitter chocolate mask that will release endorphins and improve your state of mind.

TEQUILA CREAM MASSAGE
Experience the color, flavor and aroma of Mexico with a unique, energetic massage that will seduce your senses 
and bring a sense of wellbeing to your body. This treatment concludes with a tequila cream tasting of subtle 
flavors to delight your palate. Choose your favorite flavor: coffee, vanilla or chocolate.

80 min

80 min

80 min

50 min / 80 min
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BODY TREATMENTS

The path to renovation.
Allow the skin to breathe as well.

PERSONALIZED EXFOLIATION                                               
An effective and delicate body treatment using micro-particles to exfoliate and eliminate dead skin cells. Select 
your preferred option: organic, citrus or diamond; each will leave your skin smooth, firm and hydrated.

CITRUS BODY WRAP
A body wrap that provides the skin with greater elasticity and intensive hydration. Its natural ingredients such as 
crystallized honey, shea butter and vitamin C protect the skin from dryness and premature aging, giving it the 
powers of rejuvenation, antioxidation and toning. Includes a back and head massage.

AFTER-SUN TREATMENT
An exquisite body treatment with a soft, fresh texture. Recommended for sun-damaged skin, it provides deep 
hydration, prolongs your tan and helps avoid peeling. During the 100-minute treatment you’ll recover your 
face’s vitality and luminosity through an ionization facial.

50 min

80 min

50 min / 100 min
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FACIALS

The path to illumination.
Care for the frame that displays our soul.

ORGANIC WHITE TEA                                               
The benefits of nature and its 100% organic components provide you with perfect hydration and protection 
against the signs of aging. This facial’s formula contains organic white tea extract infused with organic waters 
of barley, orange and mint.

CITRUS
Pamper your skin with a dose of energy from 100% Vitamin C. This antioxidant treatment repairs skin damaged 
by sun and pollution. Its citrus essence helps blur sun spots and brighten the complexion, stimulating the 
production of active collagen which renews the firmness and elasticity of the skin. Includes the use of special 
apparatuses to maximize the effects on your face.

EXCEL OXYGENATING
An exclusive formula with innovative, high-tech actives that allow for the extended release of oxygen through 
your skin. Uses a solid hydrogel mask and ritual of temperature changes to refine pores, heal imperfections 
and restore the skin’s natural functions.

THE CURE PURIFYING
A meticulous deep cleansing facial using enzymatic thermoactive detoxification. Includes an efficient extraction 
technique with glycolic acid. Recommended for skin that is dehydrated and damaged by external factors. This 
detoxifying cure concludes with a veil of hydration and maximum protection that will illuminate your face and give it a 
smooth, fresh appearance.

50 min

80 min

80 min

80 min
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ANTI-AGING DIAMOND EXPERIENCE
A true multi-sensorial experience with amazing rejuvenating effects from a combination of efficient active 
ingredients that unite the best techniques for obtaining immediate, long-lasting firming effects. You will receive 
a remolding of the facial oval and impressive reduction of expression lines. Your skin’s texture will improve as it 
recovers its hydration, liberating you from any signs of fatigue.

ESSENTIAL SHOCK 3D COLLAGEN
Finally, there is a substitute for botox and laser treatments; a new concept of health and beauty. INHIBIT is 
the first anti-wrinkle treatment formulated with octamioxyl, the most effective inhibitor of facial contractions. 
It also contains a combination of filling ingredients that provide the skin with volume, filling the depth of the 
wrinkle from within. The treatment is applied in combination with a new frozen mask that will tone and tighten 
your skin.

FACIAL 75.15
The final frontier in cosmetology; the perfect synergy of active ingredients that work within nature’s own genetic 
codes. Recovering the skin’s youth and longevity has become a reality, with a facial inspired by the Greek 
goddess of destiny Klotho. The dream arrives through the Vagheggi line, which has discovered the precious 
active ingredient of pistacia lentis cus resin crystals, empowering the synthesis of the Klotho protein.

80 min

80 min

90 min
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RITUALS

The path to transformation;
Pampering your body and caressing your senses.

ORGANIC                                              
Purify and renew your skin with a body exfoliation using organic seeds, followed by an aromatherapy massage 
with essential oils to exert an integral action on your immune system. An Organic White Tea Facial will leave 
your face renewed and relaxed.

PREHISPANIC
A traditional body wrap that will elevate your Xocolatl spirit, with a passage through the sounds of nature 
during our pampering Grand Cora massage; a true journey of wisdom.

CITRUS
Begin by revitalizing and restoring your skin with a delicious aromatic citrus exfoliation. Feel the embrace of 
an orange mousse body wrap that will leave your skin silky and ready to be submerged in a bath of aromatic 
essences. Conclude this marvelous interlude with a highly moisturizing antioxidant facial.

ROMANTIC, FOR COUPLES 
Share a magical moment with your partner, enjoying an aromatherapy massage and ‘his and her’ facials 
followed by a unique uniting moment that will connect your souls (includes gourmet details).

155 min

155 min

155 min

160 min
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FOR MEN

The path to renovation 

UQUI MASSAGE
An innovative therapy that incorporates refreshing massage techniques to eliminate fatigue and achieve total 
relaxation and wellbeing. 

INSANITY MASSAGE
Activate your body with a highly invigorating massage that works on every muscle energetically, to relieve the 
stress accumulated during physical activity.

SKIN CARE FOR MEN FACIAL
Specifically designed for men, this facial helps eliminate toxins and strengthen the skin’s defenses against 
pollution, stress and free radicals. Combats dryness, the appearance of wrinkles and signs of aging, leaving the 
skin fresh and smooth. Complemented by a Shi-Zen-Detox facial massage.

D-STRESS 
Recover and maintain your skin’s health in record time with this hydrating and rejuvenating treatment, perfect 
for men. Includes massage and facial.

50 min

50 / 80 min

80 min

60 min
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BEAUTY SALON
For ladies

The path to beauty
Encouraged by a positive attitude.

GRAND VELAS MANICURE                                               
Revitalize, relax and give your hands a beautiful natural appearance with an intensive soothing and hydrating 
treatment. Starting with an exfoliation to eliminate dead cells, the treatment continues with the manicure and 
application of a nourishing and comforting cream.   

GRAND VELAS PEDICURE 
This treatment begins with an exfoliation followed by a cool mask. Concludes with a relaxing massage with 
obsidian stones to balance your energy.

DIAMOND MANICURE AND PEDICURE
Allow us to pamper you with this exclusive treatment, which includes a relaxing hand massage and reflexology 
accompanied by a paraffin treatment. The pedicure includes a massage with warm herbal compresses to help 
eliminate toxins, reduce inflammation and detoxify your feet.

MARGARITA PEDICURE
A fabulous treatment for tired, inflamed feet that you will enjoy in our lounge chair with hydro-massage. Begin 
your pedicure with a coffee exfoliation and mask of regional herbal extracts with anti-inflammatory properties, 
followed by reflexology; all while you sip a fresh Spa margarita.

RELAXING FOOT MASSAGE
A special massage for tired or inflamed feet. This treatment pampers and returns vitality to your feet, detoxifying 
them with a soft exfoliation and relaxing grape seed oil massage; concludes with the application of a cool fresh gel.

50 min

60 min

100 min

80 min

50 min
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SCALP MASSAGE
Enjoy a moment of interior peace; this delicious massage using craniofacial techniques and acupressure points 
is guided by a mystic journey. Includes the application of a serum that activates, oxygenates and regenerates 
the scalp.

HAIR TREATMENT
Beautiful skin looks even more radiant when paired with healthy hair. To start the process, you will receive an 
analysis of your hair, followed by a soothing scalp massage and the application of a balancing, hydrating mask 
to recover desired softness and brilliance. (Product will be applied according to the analysis).

BASIC MANICURE · BASIC PEDICURE · NAIL POLISH CHANGE

SERVICES
Shampoo • Haircut and style • Wash and blow dry • Straightening • Hairstyle • Highlights • Hair Color

MAKEUP

30 min

80 min
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SALON SERVICES 
For men

Male beauty is unique. Get pampered, your way! 

SCALP MASSAGE 
Enjoy a moment of interior peace; this delicious massage using craniofacial techniques and acupressure points is 
guided by a mystic journey. Includes the application of a serum that activates, oxygenates and regenerates the scalp.

GRAND VELAS MANICURE 
Revitalize, relax and give your hands a beautiful and natural appearance with an intensive soothing and hydrating 
treatment. Starting with an exfoliation to eliminate dead cells, the treatment continues with the manicure and 
application of a nourishing and comforting cream.

GRAND VELAS PEDICURE
This treatment begins with an exfoliation followed by a cool mask. Concludes with a relaxing massage with 
obsidian stones to balance your energy.

BASIC MANICURE

BASIC PEDICURE 

HAIRCUT
Shampoo and cut

BEARD TRIM

30 min

50 min

60 min

30 min

45 min
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CHILDREN

The path of purity
The transformation starts at an early age, as we help our children become aware of their own being. 

PRINCESS MASSAGE                                              
A relaxing massage that hydrates the skin with a light cream, leaving bright sparkles. A bindi is placed on the 
forehead to stimulate the child’s perception and intuition. 

FLOWER RAIN MASSAGE
A delicate, relaxing experience featuring a soft rain of flower petals. 

TARZAN & JANE MASSAGE 
A fun, original therapy with relaxing stretching techniques carried out on a soft sheet in a colorful environment.

DAWN MASSAGE 
This therapy stimulates baby’s senses and central nervous system, inviting him or her to recognize different 
textures and sounds, and encouraging sensory and cognitive development. 

MY FIRST HAIRCUT
A meaningful experience for little ones and their families, in a luxury setting with everything necessary for 
comfort. Includes a certificate to celebrate this milestone. 

Haircuts are available for all ages. Please inquire about our special seasonal massage. 

25 min

25 min

25 min

25 min

25 min
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TEENS

The path to vitality
Adolescence is the most representative stage of the transformation of our children. Teaching them to 

manage stress, value themselves and discover their inner beauty is the beginning of a metamorphosis; it will 
help them develop their true colors and provide them with the security to fly into their own marvelous world.

BE YOURSELF FACIAL                                     
Dare to show off your true self with this facial for all skin types, which provides complete cleansing, hydration, 
freshness, nourishment and unsurpassed softness.

BOOT CAMP FACIAL
This detoxifying facial is especially for oily or combination skin; perfect for removing toxins and impurities. Its 
purifying and moisturizing actions help control acne caused by hormonal changes during adolescence.

AWESOME SKIN  
An experience focused on purification of young skin, ideal for getting in tune with your wellbeing. This body 
exfoliation is combined with a mask and relaxing massage. 

50 min

50 min

50 min
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SPA GUIDE

Who will guide me in the selection of my treatments?
Our Spa Concierges are here to assist you in the correct selection and sequence of your treatments. 

What if I have a health issue?
If you have any health-related concerns, please advise the Spa Concierge before reserving your treatments. 
All guests must fill out a medical questionnaire prior to treatment.

Should I wear underwear for my treatment?
It is not necessary. However, if you prefer to wear underwear, the Spa can provide you with disposable garments.

Where should I leave my jewelry and valuables?
These should be kept in the safe in your suite. The Spa is not responsible for lost jewelry or items of value. If you 
forget to remove your jewelry, we recommend keeping it in the locker assigned to you during your stay at the 
Spa.

What if I am late for my appointment?
By arriving late, you are limiting the time available for your treatment, meaning we cannot guarantee the enjoyment 
of the complete experience.

How early should I arrive for my treatments?
If you wish to enjoy our Water Ceremony, we recommend arriving one hour before your scheduled treatment. 
If you wish to go directly to your treatment, please arrive 15 minutes early for registration. 

Are there any particular suggestions I should consider?
Eating immediately before a Spa treatment is not recommended; do not shave or wax your legs before a body 
exfoliation, and avoid sunburn. We recommend wearing a bathing suit and sandals in the hydrotherapy areas.
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Which rules should I follow?
To enjoy the Spa experience, please avoid: smoking, entering with food, arriving for a treatment under the 
influence of alcohol or drugs, walking barefoot or using a cellular phone. Entrance to the Spa is limited to guests 
age 16 and older.

How should I pay for my Spa services?
If you are a guest of the resort and have registered a credit card with the reception desk, you may charge your 
treatments to your suite account or pay directly in the Spa. External clients must pay for their treatments with 
cash or credit card directly in the Spa.

What is the cancellation policy?
All cancellations must be made at least 4 hours prior to your appointment. Failure to respect this time frame 
will result in a charge of 50% of the total value of the selected service, without possibility of a refund.

What if I forget about my appointment?
If you do not arrive for your appointment it will be cancelled and you will be charged for the entire service.  

Discounts and promotions cannot be combined.

Staff Education and Experience:
The selection of our personnel is conducted under strict evaluation standards. Our body artisans have 
certifications from official Mexican institutions; they are trained in various body treatments, facials and massages 
techniques. They also receive internal education, always under the highest standards of quality and using new 
information on the latest techniques. In addition, they are directly educated by our exclusive product lines such 
as NaturaBissé and Germaine de Capuccini, among others. 
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FACILITIES
Over 16,000 sq. ft.

Spa Lobby

Reservation Center

Spa Concierge Desk

Spa Boutique with exclusive lines: 
Natura Bissé, Germaine de Capuccini, Eminance, Kérastase y Opi.

Beauty Salon
Luxury pedicure chairs, manicure stations, makeup, haircuts and styling.

Fitness Studio 
Pilates, yoga, meditation, step, muscular strengthening and zumba.

LifeFitness Gymnasium
12 cardiovascular stations, climbers, treadmills, bicycles and elliptical machines.
21 integrated free weight and variable resistance training stations. 

Locker area

20 Spa treatment suites:
 2 special suites for couples
 1 suite for Thai massage
 1 Vichy suite for Four-Hand Grand Velas Rain Massage
 10 suites for body treatments
 6 multifunctional suites
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LISTA DE PRECIOS / PRICE LIST

80 min
80 min
80 min

80 min
80 min

80 min

$205
$280
$205

$205
$228

$415

SERVICIOS / SERVICES

DURACIÓN

TIME

PRECIO EN DÓLARES

PRICE IN USD

Serenidad / Serenity..........................................................................................................................
Tejido Profundo / Deep Tissue ....................................................................................................
Aromaterapia / Aromatherapy ..................................................................................................
Terapéutico / Therapeutic .............................................................................................................
Masaje a la Vela con Caracolas / Warm Candle Massage
    with Sea Shells ...............................................................................................................................
Golf Ball ..................................................................................................................................................
Masaje Personalizado / Personalized Massage .................................................................
Lluvia Grand Velas a Cuatro Manos / Four-hand 
    Grand Velas Rain Massage ......................................................................................................
Drenaje Aroma-Linfático / Aroma-Lymphatic Drainage ...............................................
Masaje Romántico en Pareja / Romantic Couples Massage .......................................

MASAJES • MASSAGES

TERAPIAS ARMONIZANTES • HARMONIZING THERAPIES

50 min
50 min
50 min
80 min

80 min
50 min
50 min

50 min
80 min
50 min

$173
$220
$173
$208

$208
$173
$205

$208
$208
$346

$280
$173
$208
$208
$173

Masaje Herbal a Cuatro Manos / Four-hand Herbal Massage ..................................
Reflexología Herbal / Herbal Reflexology ..............................................................................
Shirodhara Intuitive / Intuitive Shirodhara ............................................................................
Thai-atsu ...............................................................................................................................................
Caricia Maternal / Maternal Caress .........................................................................................

80 min
50 min
80 min
80 min
50 min 80 min $208

CEREMONIA DE AGUA / GRAND VELAS WATER CEREMONY 60 min $50
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LISTA DE PRECIOS / PRICE LIST

Masaje Grand Cora / Grand Cora Massage .........................................................................
Masaje de Piedras Acenstrales / Ancestral Stone Massage ........................................
Xocolatl ...................................................................................................................................................
Masaje Cremas al Tequila / Tequila Cream Massage ......................................................

SABORES Y TRADICIONES DE MÉXICO
FLAVORS AND TRADITIONS OF MEXICO

TRATAMIENTOS CORPORALES • BODY TREATMENTS

80 min
80 min
80 min
50 min

$208
$208
$208
$173

$173
$220
$173

Exfoliación Personalizada / Personalized Exfoliation .......................................................
Envolvente Cítrico / Citrus Body Wrap ...................................................................................
After Sun ...............................................................................................................................................

50 min
80 min
50 min

DURACIÓN

TIME

$205

$280

PRECIO EN DÓLARES

PRICE IN USDSERVICIOS / SERVICES

80 min

100 min
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LISTA DE PRECIOS / PRICE LIST

$173
$208
$208
$220
$187

$229
$229
$229

Orgánico al Té Blanco / Organic White Tea ..........................................................................
Citrus .......................................................................................................................................................
Oxigenante Excel / Excell Oxygenating ...................................................................................
Purificante The Cure / The Cure Purifying .............................................................................
Skin Care For Men .............................................................................................................................
Antiedad Diamond Experience / Anti-Aging 
    Diamond Experience.....................................................................................................................
Essential Shock 3D Collagen..........................................................................................................
75-15 .......................................................................................................................................................

FACIALES • FACIALS

RITUALES • RITUALS

50 min
80 min
80 min
80 min
80 min

80 min
80 min
90 min

Orgánico / Organic ...........................................................................................................................
Prehispánico / Prehispanic ...........................................................................................................
Cítrico / Citrus .....................................................................................................................................
Romántico para parejas / Romantic, for Couples .............................................................

155 min
155 min
155 min
160 min

$360
$352
$438
$688

DURACIÓN

TIME

PRECIO EN DÓLARES

PRICE IN USDSERVICIOS / SERVICES
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LISTA DE PRECIOS / PRICE LIST

$72
$98
$150
$110
$60
$54
$98
$50
$70
$20

$60
$35
$71
$45
$71
$65
$100
$71
$95

SERVICIOS / SERVICES

Grand Velas Manicure .......................................................................................... 
Grand Velas Pedicure ...........................................................................................
Manicure y pedicure Diamante / Diamond Manicure and Pedicure
Pedicure Margarita ................................................................................................
Masaje Relajante de Pies / Relaxing Foot Massage ................................
Masaje Capilar / Capillary Massage ..............................................................
Tratamiento Capilar / Capillary Treatment .................................................
Manicure Orgánico / Organic Manicure ........................................................
Pedicure Orgánico / Organic Pedicure ..........................................................
Cambio de esmalte / Nail polish change .......................................................
Lavado de cabello, corte y estilo para dama / Wash, haircut and 
    styling for women ........................................................................................................
Lavado de cabello y corte para caballero / Wash and haircut for men
Lavado y secado de cabello / Wash and blow dry ...................................
Planchado / Flat iron styling ..............................................................................
Peinado / Hair styling ............................................................................................
Luces parciales / Partial highlights ..................................................................
Luces completas / Full highlights ......................................................................
Tinte / Hair coloring ................................................................................................
Maquillaje / Makeup ...............................................................................................

SALÓN DE BELLEZA • BEAUTY SALON

50 min
60 min

100 min
80 min
50 min
30 min
80 min
50 min
50 min
15 min

50 min

50 min
50 min
50 min

Información y reservaciones / For reservations and information
Ext. 4701 / 4706

spaconciergern@velasresorts.com | +52 (322) 226 8045 | velasresorts.com

Precios incluyen impuestos; sujetos al tipo de cambio del día.
Prices include tax; subject to exchange rate if paid in pesos.

DURACIÓN

TIME

PRECIO EN DÓLARES

PRICE IN USD
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